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Jake has always found a way to get the strategic
edge in life whether it was first becoming a nurse, to
then becoming a personal trainer, to then becoming
an international business strategist and speaker. He
now guides entrepreneurs and corporate teams in
getting their strategic edge through the Strategic
Edge Triad. He focuses on expanding their capacity
to better influence both themselves and others, help
them take massive action towards what matters,
and provides tools and strategies to make them a
more effective leader.

Jake's biography
About Jake Havron
From growing up in Maui, HI where he was the tall, chubby white kid being bullied since elementary
school, to earning a full college scholarship to play basketball and receive his nursing degree, to now
traveling the nation in speaking to audiences – Jake has found his calling in always serving others in
transforming their lives. He is now on a path to constantly bring massive value to those who need it most;
the purpose-driven leaders that shape our coming future.
A Leader and Guide in Personal Development and Business Optimization
Founder of the Dream Life Mastery Company
Featured in NBC, ABC, MentorBox, GoBundance, Yahoo Finance, MSNBC, Silicon Investor, Star
Tribune, Kivo Daily, Disrupt Magazine, Thrive Global, and Future Sharks.
61K+ followers on social media
Hand-selected Expert Trainer for Nick Santonastasso’s Victorious Mastermind
Leader of exclusive in-person business workshops for GoBundance Mastermind’s members
Featured keynote speaker alongside Mark Victor Hanson and Brian Tracy for City Summit Gala
Board member of 180 Elevate – Non-profit organization for thought leaders
Tony Robbins’ Leadership Academy Certified
Recipient of a Bachelor of Science in Nursing Degree

This concept stems all the way back to when Jake realized besides having the height, he wasn’t
naturally gifted with much else. With diabetes and health conditions running in his family and also an
insatiable will to become EXTRAoridnary, Jake realized he much CHOOSE to progress and go against
the current or else life will deal him a losing hand.
He now takes this same mindset into every business consulting session he leads, every stage he speaks
on, and to every person he works with. As Jake says, “It’s a full out exertion of energy day in and day out
to take the road less traveled. But this, my friends, is where you are led to your dream life because you
CHOSE to create real progress in your life and not stand victim to the inevitable changes.”
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